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It is impossible to tell the moving story 
of Israeli industry without describing the 
activity of the Investments Authority. For 
more than sixty years, the Authority has 
served as a focal point for industrialists 
on issues relating to development 
and expansion of their businesses, 
implementation of technology and 
innovation, and increasing productivity. 

We are here for all industrialists – 
whether it is a global giant seeking to 
expand its business in Israel or small and 
medium-sized factories that dream of 
making a breakthrough, growing, and 
expanding. 

Since its inception, Israeli industry 
has constituted the driving force 
of the economy in both the local 
and international arenas. Being an 
Israeli industrialist means dealing, 
on a daily basis, with numerous 
challenges – financial considerations, 
fierce competition, increasing costs, 
responsibility for employees and their 
families, and more. Nevertheless, the 
Covid-19 crisis that recently affected the 
entire world, provided yet further proof 
of the strength and resilience of Israeli 
industry.

Since 1959, the Authority for Investments 
and Development of the Industry and 
Economy has been constantly striving 
to assist the Israeli industry to become 
a more significant competitor in the 
global market, while recognizing the 
need to drive economic growth in Israel, 
to increase labor productivity, and to 
strengthen the Israeli economy. 

Investing in 
Israeli Industry



Dear industrialists,

The Israeli economy is experiencing one of its most challenging times, in the 
midst of a global crisis. It is specifically now, during times of uncertainty, that we 
are required to demonstrate creativity, initiative, and the ability to think outside 
the box in order to safeguard the economic resilience of the State of Israel. 

Immediately after entering my position, I defined the increase of labor 
productivity as a central goal of our activity out of an understanding of its national 
importance. We are constantly striving to create opportunities for industry in 
Israel by formulating new, diverse, and relevant programs that will provide an 
accurate response to the ever-changing needs. We invite you to discover the 
possibilities available in the Investments Authority’s support programs. 

Acknowledging the importance of information transparency and accessibility, 
and out of a desire to maintain the connection with the industry on the ground, 
we have created "The Complete Guide to Your Investment". This guide aims 
to serve as a manual and guide you when coming to examine which support 
programs are appropriate for you. The central goals –industry innovation and 
increased productivity – are the keys to strengthening the Israeli economy. By 
effectively investing in these areas, we can achieve genuine growth. 

The employees and executives of the Investments Authority are always at 
your service to ensure that you receive courteous and professional service 
and personal attention throughout the process. There is no doubt that by 
combining forces we will bring the Israeli economy to a path of economic growth 
and increased productivity, and will encourage high-quality employment, 
innovation and advanced manufacturing. This is our mission. 

Yours,
Shlomo Atias 
Director-General, The Authority  
for Investments and Development 
of the Industry and Economy 

Clarification:
The Investments Authority’s support programs operate by 
virtue of the Law, government resolutions, and the Director-
General's Orders that are published periodically.  
The content of this booklet is presented for explanatory and 
general information purposes only. In any case of lack of 
clarity or contradiction between content presented in the 
various publications and details as stipulated in the Law, the 
legal provisions will prevail. 
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Our 
Vision Our vision is to promote economic growth 

in Israel via an effective distribution of 
incentives aimed at increasing labor 
productivity among commercial companies 
in the industrial, services and business 
sectors in Israel. This is undertaken with the 
goal of increasing productivity in Israel to the 
level that exists in developed countries. 

In order to realize this vision, the Authority 
works in conjunction with commercial 
companies to help them assimilate 
advanced manufacturing and management 
technologies, and to adapt employees' skills 
to these technologies in order to increase the 
company's productivity. 

Furthermore, we collaborate with local 
authorities and other entities with the aim to 
promote increased productivity in areas of 
national priority. 

Productivity

Physical 
Capital

Human 
Capital
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Compatibility to 
Commercial Reality
We undertake to adapt our 
investment programs out 
of an understanding of the 
needs and challenges of 
Israeli industrialists and 
entrepreneurs, thereby 
accelerating productivity 
and the growth of the Israeli 
economy. 
 

Professionalism 
We believe that professionalism 
is an uncompromising value 
in the quality of service. We 
therefore employ experts in the 
relevant professional fields who 
are familiar with the programs, 
regulations, laws, and ordinances, 
while maintaining organizational 
excellence and providing a full, 
comprehensive, qualitative, and 
professional response to those 
applying to the Authority. 

1. 2.
Service Orientation 
We operate with dedication to 
provide efficient, courteous, 
and caring service while 
using service-oriented 
language, a positive attitude 
with a smile, in an effort 
to constantly improve the 
clients' experience. We 
strive to provide service with 
an innovative, digital, and 
advanced approach.

3.

Transparency
We are aware of the 
significant value of 
transparency and fully 
accessible, simple, and 
available information. We will 
seek to serve all our clients, 
to provide them with all the 
necessary information, and to 
reflect the work processes to 
our clients. 

4.
Innovation 
We strive to advance 
innovation in industry and 
help assimilate advanced 
manufacturing and 
management technologies 
as well as adapt employees' 
skills to be able to increase 
the company's productivity. 

5.

We will act to achieve these goals while maintaining the following values: 

The Investments Authority's  
service charter

At the Investments Authority, we 
view the increase of productivity 
and growth of the Israeli economy 
as our primary objective. By 
encouraging investments and 
awarding incentives to increase 
labor productivity, we help create 
high-quality jobs and promote 
innovation in industry and 
businesses while emphasizing the 
development of the periphery. 

Our 
Service 
Values
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The Encouragement of Capital 
Investments Law
1. The Law is intended to encourage capital 

investments and economic initiatives focused 
on prioritizing innovation and activity in 
development areas to realize the following goals:

2. Developing the national economy's 
manufacturing capacity. 

3. Improving the business sector's ability to 
contend with competition on global markets.

4. Creating an infrastructure for new and 
sustainable jobs.

Capital 
Investments 
Programs

Top-Gum
 Industries, gum

m
y sw

eets m
anufacturer, Sderot 

The Law provides for grants and tax benefits that are offered in three areas:

From 
Development to 
Production and 
Initial Factory 

Tax Benefits 
for Rental 

Accommodation
 

 
Grants 

Program 
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Who is the program for?

What is required from a company after receiving the letter of 
approval?
1. Companies receiving a letter of approval are required to meet the conditions of the Law, of the letter 

of approval, and the goals of the approved plan. The approved plan will include the following goals: 
investments, sales, employees, productivity, salaries, and innovation.

2. Companies receiving a letter of approval are required to undergo an audit and to comply with the 
following principles of reporting:
• To report the implementation of investments included in the plan. Following approval of the plan, 

and at the company’s request, an external entity will be appointed to monitor the implementation 
of the investments reported by the company in order to receive the grants.

• To submit an annual report that describes the progress in implementing investments in the plan 
and compliance with the goals included in the letter of approval and the terms of the Law. 

• Periodic audits will be performed by accountants, economists, and engineers to monitor the 
plan's progress.

• The company will submit a final implementation report following the completion of investments 
in the plan, and no later than five years after their implementation, as stipulated by the Law.2 

Following submission of this report, an audit will be conducted to examine the implementation of 
investments and compliance with the goals and terms included in the letter of approval, and with 
the terms of the Law. 

• Following final approval of the plan's implementation and once its date of initiation has been 
determined, periodic audits of the factory will be conducted for seven years to examine the 
existence of the equipment inventory and its operation.

Important! Companies will be able to perform adjustments to the approved plan, in accordance 
with Investment Authority’s regulations.

How much does the service cost?
    The cost of the service will be calculated according to the amount of the requested investment.

Important! 
• The allocation of budget between various requests, the conditions for discussing them, the manner they are 

raised for consideration, and the criteria regarding prioritization of requests are stipulated in the "Principles 
for Allocation of The Authority for Investments Administration's Budget in Grants Program"

• Consideration of a request includes examination of the company's financial stability, including its equity.
• Following final approval of implementation and designation of the plan's date of initiation, the company is 

obligated to continue the operation of the plan for at least seven years after the designated date of initiation. 
Following this period, if the factory has met all the conditions detailed in the letter of approval, it will be 
entitled to submit a request to remove the state’s claim on the property. This request will be considered by 
the Authority. 

                   

For further information, look online: Grants Program

2  The report will be prepared in accordance with the guidelines appearing in the 'Examination and Approval of Final Implementation Report Regula-
tions'.

Grants Program 
The grants program imparts the status of "approved enterprise" to investments programs 
(in fixed assets of equipment and buildings), approved by the Administration of Authority for 
Investments and Development in Industry and Economy.

What do you get in this program?
• A grant of 20% of total approved investments included in the approved plan for the company. 65% 

of the approved grant will be paid according to the actual implementation of approved investment 
inputs, and the rest of the grant will be paid following submission of the final implementation report 
and complete professional review which confirms that the company met the criteria and goals of the 
approved program. 

• Enterprises located in the Negev, Sderot, and in the Areas around the Gaza Strip, as well as enterprises 
in local authorities and industrial zones in the Northern District, which are classified as Peripheral 
Clusters 1-4 according to Central Bureau of Statistics publications – will be eligible for an additional 
grant of up to 10% of the total investment for which the grant is awarded. This will be subject to the 
terms stipulated in the "Regulations for Determining the Level of Grants for Enterprises in the Negev, 
Sderot, Areas Around the Gaza Strip, and in the North in Peripheral Clusters 1-4 for an Enterprise 
Whose Request was Approved From 1/1/2017", and after completion of the investments program and 
issue of final approval for implementation of the program.

How To Submit a Request for a Grant
• A preliminary request for establishment, expansion, or transfer of the enterprises can be 

submitted via an online form: https://go.gov.il/kalkalit.1 
• Upon acceptance of the request form, an email will be sent with details on how to login to the "kalkalit" 

system through which the request should be submitted, including the business plan. Should you 
encounter a technical problem while submitting documents in the "kalkalit" system, please contact 
the support center at 03-9778065 or via WhatsApp at 055-9727071.

How Do I Know if the Grant was Approved?
• Every company whose request for assistance is approved receives a letter of approval from the 

Investments Authority.
• The letter of approval includes details about the approved investment program and the conditions 

for receiving the grant, all subject to compliance with the terms stipulated in the Law and in the goals 
and terms detailed in the letter of approval. 

1   "Kalkalit" is a system of the Investments Authority, via which companies submit requests for approval of investment programs.   

 1. An enterprise that meets 
the definition of "industrial 
enterprise" according to Section 51 
of the Law. 

2.The business is located in 
a Development Area "A" as 
defined in the Second Appendix and in 
accordance with the list of Areas on the 
Authority's website (the list is updated 
periodically).

3. An enterprise that is "competitive"as defined by the Law, and that meets at 
least one of the following criteria: a. Income from international sales of at least 25%, which 
are attributed to the part of the enterprise added as a result of the expansion, or a total 
income from international sales of at least 25% of the enterprise's total sales, as per the 
enterprise's choice or b. The enterprise's activity focuses on the field of biotechnology or 
nanotechnology and is approved by the Innovation Authority.

20%
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The objective of the tracks:
1. To encourage companies that develop and/or assimilate (by procuring) intellectual property, 

manufacturing technologies and innovative and advanced products to establish an industrial factory 
in Israel. 

2. To encourage companies that have developed an innovative product, and are required to comply 
with international regulation, to move the factory to industrial manufacturing, subject to regulatory 
approval. 

Who are the tracks designated for?
• 'From Development to Manufacturing' Track: this track is designated for high tech industrial 

companies, startups or industrial companies with a medium-high level of technology, as defined by 
the Central Bureau of Statistics, and that are in an advanced process or have completed the process 
of developing a disruptive product, the development of which was approved by the Investments 
Authority.

• 'First Industrial Factory' Track: this track is intended for an industrial factory and startups that have 
already developed a product in an innovative field but are yet to be defined as industrial. The non-
industrial manufacturing must be designated for attaining regulatory approval (licensing) for the 
product so that, subject to regulatory approval, the factory will subsequently transition to advanced 
manufacturing following the completion of the program. 

What do you get?
• A grant of 20% of the total investments approved for the plan, according to the Law.
• Enterprises located in the Negev, Sderot, and in the areas around the Gaza Strip and enterprises 

in local authorities and industrial zones in the Northern District, which are classified as Peripheral 
Clusters 1-4 according to Central Bureau of Statistics publications – will be eligible to an additional 
grant of up to 10% of the total investment for which the grant is awarded. This will be subject to the 
terms stipulated in the "Regulations for Determining the Level of Grants for Enterprises in the Negev, 
Sderot, Areas Around the Gaza Strip, and in the North in Peripheral Clusters 1-4 for an Enterprise 
Whose Request was Approved From 1/1/2017", and after completion of the investments program and 
issue of final approval for implementation of the plan.

The full terms and principles appear in an Administration regulation pertaining to requests 
for the 'From Development to Manufacturing' Track and the 'First Industrial Factory' Track – 
in collaboration with the Israel Innovation Authority. 

For further information, look online: 'From Development to Manufacturing' Track and 
'First Industrial Factory' Track

'From Development to Manufacturing' 
and 'First Industrial Factory' Tracks
In many cases, Israeli startups engaging in R&D fail to mature and reach the stage of establishing 
a factory. In practice, the obstacles they encounter, including funding, create a "valley of 
death". The Investments Authority, in collaboration with the Innovation Authority, has created 
programs that offer incentives and assistance for startups to progress from R&D to advanced 
manufacturing in Israel.

TEVA, Photography: TEVA Public Relations. Courtesy of the M
anufacturers' Association
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The New Program – Institutional Rental. Open to submission of requests from November 2021

What is the new program?
Amendment No. 75 of Chapter Seven (1) (Tax Benefits Related to Rental Buildings) of the Encouragement 
of Capital Investments Law (hereinafter: ("ECIL") was published on 18.11.2021. The amendment 
was legislated as part of the economic program for the fiscal years 2021 and 2022. The amendment 
is intended to replace the existing benefits program (hereinafter: "the existing program") with a new 
benefits program to encourage long-term residential accommodation – called institutional rental 
(hereinafter: "the new program"). 

Who is the program intended for?
1. Eligible to submit a request – company, cooperative, individual, and partnership.
2. Minimum number of rental apartments and the ratio of rental apartments out of the total 

number of apartments in the building. 10 apartments or 66% of the apartments in the building 
– the higher of the two; in peripheral areas – 6 apartments or 30% of the apartments in the building – 
the higher of the two. In the case of "part of a building" – at least 10 apartments will be designated for 
rental accommodation in a non-peripheral area and 6 apartments in a peripheral area. 

3. Duration of Eligibility for Benefits –an average rental period of 15 years (out of 18) following 
completion of construction. Nevertheless, there is an option to sell the building following a five-year 
rental period to a "continuing renter" who assumes the seller’s position and continues the rental 
to complete the 15-year rental period, or sells the apartment earlier, after a five year rental period. 
(Duration of rental agreement – long-term rent, as defined in the Sixth Appendix of the Planning and 
Building Law: five years with an option for an additional five years. The rental payments cannot be 
capitalized and will be paid regularly at least once every six months).

What do you get?
Those eligible, can enjoy the following tax benefits:
Tax benefits – the tax brackets will be in accordance with Section 53c (4a) of the ECIL as follows:
• 0-5 years rent – 29% for an individual and 11% corporate tax
• 6-10 years rent – 27.5% for an individual and 9% corporate tax
• 11-15 years rent – 25.5% for an individual and 7% corporate tax
• 16-20 years rent – 24% for an individual and 5% corporate tax.

How to submit a request for the grant
• To submit a request for tax benefits, complete the details in the online form: https://go.gov.il/kalkalit 
• After completing the form, an email will be sent with details on how to logon to the "kalkalit" system 

where the request number, file number and program number can be found. 
• After receiving the logon details, the entrepreneur must complete the details for the requested asset 

and submit all documents detailed in the procedure.        

Important!  According to the ECIL, you must submit a complete request, including a building permit.

Who is the program intended for?
The entity submitting the request must meet the following terms, as detailed in the procedure pertaining 
to the approval of plans to construct, expand or purchase a property that is a rental accommodation 
building:
1. At least half of the building (the number of apartments and area) is intended for rental accommodation.
2. Rental apartments are rented out for at least five years out of the first seven years following completion 

of construction. 
3. Rental payments collected will meet the restrictions detailed in the regulations. 

What do you get?
Eligible entities meeting the stipulated conditions can receive the following tax benefits:
• Accelerated depreciation of 20% per year.
• Tax rates on taxable income or real property capital gains tax from the sale or lease of a new rental 

accommodation building will stand at:
• 11% for a company
• 20% for an individual
• 18% or according to the rates stipulated in Section 47 of the Encouragement of Capital Investments 

Law, the lower of the two, for a company owned by foreign investors.

Important! Continue reporting after receiving the letter of approval.
After final execution approval is issued, reports are submitted to the Tax Authority – Department of 
Encouraging Capital Investment. Should there be a need for changes that require an application 
to the Investments Authority in accordance with the terms of the letter of approval and/or the final 
execution approval, e.g., a change in ownership of shares etc. contact the Investments Authority 
– Auditing Department, 

Clarifications: 
• Restrictions pertaining to issues of rental payments do not apply to Development Area "A".
• Tax benefits in this program will not be approved for cluster accommodation except for students' 

dormitories, as detailed in the procedure pertaining to the approval of plans to construct, expand 
or purchase a property that is a rental accommodation building.

• All rental amounts in the procedure, including student dormitories, will be linked to "the average 
prices of free-market rent" of the Central Bureau of Statistics (known index) and will be updated 
once a year. 

For further updated information and registration forms,  
click on: https://go.gov.il/res

%

Program for Receiving Tax Benefits for 
Construction of Rental Accommodation 
The existing program – requests can be submitted in this program until 31.12.2023.

This program enables entrepreneurs and contractors to receive tax benefits as part of Chapter 
Seven (1) of the Encouragement of Capital Investments Law, for the construction, expansion, or 
purchase of a building to be used as rental accommodation. 
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Comparison Between the New Program 
and the Existing Program 
Chapter Seven (1) of the Encouragement of Capital Investments Law – Tax Benefits Pertaining to 
Rental Buildings and Institutional Rental Buildings

Point of 
Comparison

Existing Program – valid until 
the end of 2023

The "New" Program – An Institutional Rental Building valid from 
18.11.2021 - 31.12.2031

Who is eligible 
to submit a 
request? 

A company, cooperative, 
individual, and partnership.

A company, cooperative, individual, and partnership.

Minimum 
no. of rental 
apartments 
and ratio of 
rental area out 
of building size

According to the Administration 
rules, in a new building, there 
will be at least 4 residential 
apartments and, according to 
ECIL, at least 50% of the floor 
area of that building will be 
residential rental apartments.

In the case of "part of the 
building", according to its legal 
definition, (i.e., the person 
requesting a tax benefit owns 
only some of the apartments 
in the building and the others 
are not owned by a relative), 
the requirement is at least 6 
apartments. 
In the case of TAMA 38, 
there will be at least 6 new 
apartments in the enlargement 
of an existing building.     

According to the ECIL, in the new program, the minimum number 
of institutional rental apartments will be as follows: in a non-
peripheral area – 10 apartments or 66% of the apartments in the 
building, the higher of the two; in a peripheral area – 6 apartments 
or 30% of the apartments in the building, the higher of the two.

In the case of "part of the building", according to its legal definition 
– at least 10 residential rental apartments. 

Period of 
eligibility for 
benefits 

The eligibility for benefits is 
increased if the apartments 
were rented out for an average 
of at least 5 years out of 7 
following the completion of 
construction.  

The eligibility for benefits is increased if the apartments were 
rented out for an average of 15 years (out of 18) following the 
completion of construction. Nevertheless, an option exists to 
sell after 5 years to a "continuing renter" who "enters the seller's 
shoes" and rents out the apartment to complete a 15-years lease 
period, or to sell earlier after a 5-year rent period. 

Tax benefits Tax benefits on taxable income 
or real property capital gains 
tax:  
Company – 11% (instead of 
23% corporate tax)
A company owned by foreign 
investors – 18%
Individual – 20% 

A builder of an institutional rental accommodation building can 
sell these apartments (that should be rented out for 15 out of 18 
years), after an average of 5 out of 6 years residential rent to a 
"continuing renter". Likewise, a "continuing renter" can also sell. 
In this case, the tax brackets will be in accordance with Section 53c 
(4a) as follows:
0-5 years rent – 29% for an individual and 11% corporate tax.
6-10 years rent – 27.5% for an individual and 9% corporate tax.
11-15 years rent – 25.5% for an individual and 7% corporate tax.
16-20 years rent – 24% for an individual and 5% corporate tax.

As part of the amendment, a 0.5% purchase tax benefit is applied 
for those meeting the definition of "continuing renter" i.e., anyone 
purchasing the building for institutional rental and continues 
renting out the building for institutional rental for 15 out of 18 
years.

Point of 
Comparison

Existing Program – valid until 
the end of 2023

The "New" Program – An Institutional Rental Building valid from 
18.11.2021 - 31.12.2031

Accelerated 
depreciation

The rate of depreciation on 
an apartment which was 
rented out for residential 
accommodation during the tax 
year – 20%. 

The rate of depreciation on an apartment which was rented out for 
residential accommodation during the tax year – 20%. 

Tax rate on 
dividends

The tax rate on a dividend that stems from taxable income derived 
from sale or rental of an apartment in a building of institutional 
rental accommodation is 20%.

Duration 
of rental 
agreement 

There is no restriction regarding 
the minimum duration of a 
rental agreement, on condition 
that the apartments are 
rented out for an average of 
5 out of the 7 years following 
completion of construction. 

The ECIL stipulates that the lease agreements must comply 
with the definition of long-term rent in the Sixth Appendix of 
the Planning and Building Law i.e., for 5 years with an option for 
a further 5 years. Furthermore, the rental payments cannot be 
capitalized and will be paid regularly at least once every 6 months. 
A mechanism exists for raising the rental payments.  

Identity of 
potential 
renter

No restriction – the 
Administration's policy is to 
rent out to an individual and 
his family members and not to 
a "relative". 

The definition of "long-term rental", mentioned in the Planning 
and Building Law mentions: "the rental period for an individual 
and his family members". 

Monitoring 
implementation 
of long-term 
rent

There is no mechanism in 
the existing program for 
monitoring if the building 
owner leased it long-term. 

The new amendment provides a "public enquiries" address for 
the apartment renters, if the owner of the building for institutional 
rental does not rent out the apartments in accordance with the 
Sixth Appendix of the Planning and Building Law that defines 
"long-term" rental. The eligibility for a tax benefit from the Tax 
Authority will be subject to the Ministry of Construction and 
Housing confirming compliance with long-term rent (i.e., at least 5 
years with an additional option of 5 years for each renter etc.).     

Emphasis 
regarding 
"Apartments 
for Rent" 
projects

Companies, such as the 
governmental "Apartment 
for Rent" company, or 
companies that won the Israel 
Land Authority's "Affordable 
Accommodation" project 
and which are contractually 
obligated in the purchase 
agreement to rent out those 
apartments e.g., for 15 years, 
can submit a request and 
receive tax benefits.  

The Transitional Orders stipulate that the tax rates for a building 
built on land that is purchased in a government tender prior 
to publication of the Economic Efficiency Law (18.11.2021) will 
be 11% for a company and 29% for an individual, on condition 
that it is rented out for at least 15 years, and on condition that 
the last date for submitting requests to the tender is prior to the 
publication of the Economic Program Law (18.11.2021).    

Application Submissions to the existing 
program can be made until 
31.12.2023. 

Submissions to the new program can be made until 31.12.2031. 
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Advanced Manufacturing for 
Encouraging Productivity Program
This program is intended for factories that do not comply with the terms of the Encouragement of Capital 
Investments Law. The program consists of two tracks. 

Increased Productivity in Industry While Assimilating Advanced 
Manufacturing Technologies Track
This track is intended for companies interested in economizing and increasing the productivity of a 
factory, or of a production line in a factory, which is owned by a corporation, on condition that the 
majority of production (either in the factory or the production line) is in one of the industrial sectors 
detailed in the definition of "factory" in the order published on the Investments Authority website. 

The track is intended for investments of up to 10 million NIS and, in the case of transfer of a factory – up to 15 million 
NIS. If sufficient funds remain, the maximum investment for two factories/production lines will be 20 million NIS. 

Who is the track intended for?
• Industrial factories throughout the country.
• The manufacturing activity in the factory is in one of the industrial sectors listed in section C and sub-

section E-3830 of the Central Bureau of Statistics, in the fields listed in the Order.
• The factory has five years' experience in activity in one of these industrial sectors.
• An increase of at least 10% in productivity in the area of activity for which the request was submitted. 
• The manufacturing activity does not meet the terms of the Encouragement of Capital Investments Law 

pertaining to the Grants Program and the factory submitting the request does not have a valid letter 
of approval in the Grants Program or a pending request as defined in the Encouragement of Capital 
Investments Law.

• The entity submitting the request employs 5-250 employees in the area of activity for which the request 
was submitted. 

• The entity submitting the request must prepare a "plan to increase work productivity" – as defined in 
the relevant order, in at least two of the five components (components 1 and 2 are mandatory, while 
components 3, 4, and 5 are elective).

• Soft investments of 5%-20% of the total approved investments. 
• The income of the factory in Israel in the calendar year prior to submission of the request, or its average 

income in Israel in the three calendar years prior to submission of the request did not exceed 200 million NIS. 

What do you get?
Assistance of up to 30%. In addition, assistance will be given for the cost of preparing the plan, and for 
ongoing advice throughout its duration from a consultant, as detailed in the order.  

How is the Level of Assistance Determined?

Assimilating Advanced Manufacturing Technologies in Industry Track 

This track includes two sub-tracks:תת מסלול א'

%

%

Important!
• The assistance is provided based on competitive allocation.
• It should be emphasized that, when submitting a request, the company must commit to the rate of increased 

productivity. If, at the end of the program, the company fails to meet the designated goals as detailed in the 
order, the committee will be entitled to revoke the letter of approval. 

• If, at the end of the plan's duration, the company achieves a higher increase in productivity beyond the rate 
to which it committed, it will not consequently receive an increased grant. The grant will be awarded in 
accordance with the rate to which the company originally committed. 

Increase in salaries, not 
including the salary of 

shareholders and owners
Location of the factory Rate of increased 

productivity

Sub-Track 'A':
 intended for investments of up 

to 2 million NIS

Sub-Track 'B':
 intended for investments of 

2 million-10 million NIS

This track is intended for corporations that are interested in assimilating advanced manufacturing technologies or in 
upgrading advanced manufacturing technologies in a factory, a corporation, or a (new or existing) factory production 
line. These technologies must achieve the performance indicators chosen by the company in accordance with the list 
of performance indicators listed in the Order, on condition that the main area of activity of these factories is included 
in the list of industrial sectors stipulated in the full Order published on the Investments Authority’s website. 

Who is the track intended for?
• Industrial factories throughout the country
• The manufacturing activity is in one of the various industrial sectors listed in section C and sub-section 

E-3830 of the Central Bureau of Statistics, in the fields listed in detailed in the Order.
• The factory has five years' experience in activity in one of these industrial sectors.
• The manufacturing activity does not comply with the terms of the Encouragement of Capital Investments 

Law pertaining to the Grants Program, and the factory submitting the request for support does not have 
a valid letter of approval in the Grants Program or a pending request as defined in the Encouragement of 
Capital Investments Law.

• The entity submitting the request employs between 5-250 employees in the field of activity to which the 
request relates. 

• The entity requesting assistance submitted a work plan as defined in the Order as part of the request for 
support as follows:

• For Sub-Track 'A': the entity requesting assistance submitted a work plan that includes at least two 
performance indicators as detailed in the Order.

• For Sub-Track 'B': the entity requesting assistance submitted a work plan that includes a mandatory 
indicator of increasing added value per job or per hour by an average of at least 5% and, in addition, at 
least two performance indicators as detailed in the Order. 

• The factory's revenues in Israel in the calendar year prior to submission of the request or the average revenue 
in Israel in the three calendar years prior to submission of the request did not exceed 200 million NIS.

What do you get?
Assistance of up to 30% of the approved plan. Assistance will also be given for the cost of preparing the plan, 
and for ongoing advice throughout its duration by a consultant, as detailed in the Order.

Important! The assistance is provided on the basis of competitive allocation.    

For further information, visit the Investments Authority’s website.

A factory that assimilates advanced manufacturing technologies will be eligible for the maximum grant for these 
investments, as detailed in the order. 
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Human 
Capital 
Programs

Adam
a M

akhteshim
 Ltd.

Who is eligible to participate in these 
programs?
Employers in the industrial and services sectors who 
hire new employees that the state is interested in 
integrating into the labor market – workers who live in 
peripheral areas, the Arab and Haredi (ultra-Orthodox) 
populations, people with disabilities and single 
parents.

What is the level of the grant? 
The Investments Authority funds 20%-35% of the cost 
of the employee's salary for a period of up to two years.   

The Investment in Human 
Capital Programs are 
intended to encourage 
employers to bring in 
additional employees 
to the labor market, 
while maintaining the 
existing workforce via a 
mechanism of funding 
part of their salaries. 

Director-General 
Directive

 4.18
Hiring additional 

employees with high 
salaries in the national 

priority areas and 
Jerusalem

 
Director-General 

Directive

 4.20
Integrating interns from 

the Arab population 
for whom this is their 

first job in the high-tech 
industry

Director-General 
Directive

4.17
Hiring additional 

employees from the 
peripheral areas and 

employees who have a 
low rate of participation 

in the labor market

Director-General 
Directive

4.63
Hiring Arab women 

from East Jerusalem

Director-General 
Directive

 4.64
Hiring employees from 

the Bedouin population 
in the Negev
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High Salary Program – Director-General Directive 4.18

This program is aimed to encourage high-quality employment at a high salary in national priority 
areas and in Jerusalem. The program is intended to assist in hiring additional employees in 
businesses in Israel and to encourage investments in the economy, while emphasizing the 
increase of the growth rate in the NPA's and Jerusalem and creating jobs with high salaries in 
these areas.  
The program assists investors who are interested in establishing and expanding initiatives in 
these areas. Establishing initiatives in these areas has a strong influence on the creation of high-
quality centers of employment and on the economic activity in their geographic proximity.  

Areas of assistance:
National Priority Areas and Jerusalem

What are the criteria for receiving assistance?
The total sales revenue of the entity requesting the assistance (including affiliated companies): at least 
15 million NIS. Minimum employment of workers: 15 new jobs 
The assistance will be made available to companies that operate in one of the following sectors: 
• Industry (Category C), computerization (J62), scientific research and development (M72); as detailed 

in the Appendix of economic sectors listed in the Directive.
• An establishment period of up to 12 months.
• At least 60% of the new employees live in the NPA's.

Composition of the employees' salary 
All employees must earn above the average salary in Israel, and some must earn 150% or 250% of the 
average salary. 

What do you get?
The company will be given assistance for hiring the new employees by funding part of their salary costs 
up to a maximum salary cost of 30,000 NIS. 
• The assistance will be between 24%-35% of the employee's salary, for a period of 24 months.

    Important! The assistance is given on the basis of competitive allocation.

For further information, see online: Director-General's Directive 4.18

%

%

Program for Integrating Interns from 
the Arab Population in the High-Tech 
Industry – Director-General Directive No. 4.20

This program is intended to help expand the integration of students and graduates in technology 
related fields, including practical engineers for whom this is their first job. The interns will be 
from the Arab population, including Druze, Bedouins, and Circassians.

Areas of assistance:
All regions of Israel

What are the criteria for receiving assistance?
The assistance will be available for businesses from industrial and high-tech sectors (including a 
combination of low and high tech) and advanced services, as detailed in the Director-General's 
Directive.

Minimum employment: 2 interns, each will be employed in a 50% capacity. 

What do you get?
• The assistance will be 30% of the cost of the intern's salary cost, up to 16,000 NIS for a period of 18 

months.
• An employer who employs at least 5 interns will also be entitled to request one-time assistance for 

the costs of recruiting and training the interns. 

For further information, see online: Director-General's Directive 4.20
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Hiring Additional Employees with a Low 
Rate of Participation in the Israeli Labor 
Market – Director-General Directive 4.17

This program is aimed at assisting the hiring of employees with a low rate of participation in the 
Israeli labor market i.e., the Haredi (ultra-Orthodox) society, the Arab society – including Druze, 
Bedouins, and Circassians, disabled, and single parents. 

Areas of assistance:
This program is open to employers from around the country.  
There are two sub-programs – Businesses from the NPA's and Jerusalem; and Businesses from Around the Country.

Who is the program for?
• The assistance will be given to companies whose primary activity is in one of the industrial sectors 

(Category C) or in one of services sectors listed in the Directive.
• At least 75% of the new employees will be employed in one of the approved sectors.
• Minimum employment: at least 3 jobs. 

What do you get?
• The program includes sub-programs for the employer to choose from, according to the location of 

the entity requesting the assistance. The terms of each program are detailed in the Directive. 
• The assistance provided will be between 20%-30% of the employee's salary cost up to a maximum of 

16,000 NIS for a 24-month period.    
     

Important!
• The assistance will be provided on the basis of competitive allocation. 
• Increased assistance will be available for a business undertaking to employ Haredi men, Arab women 

or the people with disabilities.  

For further information, see online: Director-General's Directive 4.17

Assistance Program for Hiring New Arab 
Women Employees from East Jerusalem 
– Director-General's Directive 4.63

This program is aimed at encouraging the hiring of new women employees from the Arab 
population who live in East Jerusalem and integrating them into the workforce. The program aims 
to increase the economy's productivity, to integrate the female residents of East Jerusalem into 
the workforce, and to increase the household income in East Jerusalem. The assistance will be 
available to businesses from all sectors except those detailed in the Directive. 

Areas of assistance:
All regions of Israel

Minimum employment: two jobs
Monthly salary cost per employee: not less than the minimum wage plus employer's costs as detailed in the Directive.    

What do you get?
The company will be given assistance for employing new female workers, up to a maximum of 16,000 
NIS, as follows:
• In the first 12 months of employment – 35% of the salary cost.
• From the 13th month to the end of the 24th month – 25% of the salary cost.

Important! The assistance will be provided on the basis of competitive allocation.

For further information, see online: Director-General's Directive 4.63

ֿ

%

%
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Assistance Program for Hiring New 
Employees from the Bedouin Population 
in the Negev – Director-General Directive 4.64

This program is aimed at encouraging the hiring of new employees from the Bedouin population 
living in the Beer Sheva District, and to integrate them into the workforce. The program seeks to 
increase the demand for employees among the Bedouin population in the Negev, with the aim 
of integrating this population into the workforce and increasing the household income in the 
Negev's Bedouin society. The assistance is available to businesses from all employment sectors 
except those detailed in the Directive. 

Areas of assistance: 
All regions of Israel

Minimum employment: 3 jobs
Monthly salary cost per employee: not less than the minimum wage plus employer's costs as detailed in the Directive.

What do you get?
The company will receive assistance for employing new workers, up to a maximum monthly salary cost 
of 16,000 NIS, as follows:
• In the first 12 months of employment – 30% of the salary cost.
• From the 13th month until the end of the 24th month – 20% of the salary cost.
• An extra grant of 5% will be awarded to requests to employ 90% women. 

       ֿIֿmportant! The assistance will be provided on the basis of competitive allocation.  

For further information, see online: Director-General's Directive 4.64
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Assistance for Investment in Projects Aimed 
at Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions and 
at Energy Efficiency – Director-General Directive 4.41

Grants for investing in projects aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions and increasing 
energy efficiency, and at encouraging the reduction of air pollution in industry.

Who is the program for?
This assistance program is intended for investments in projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
and increasing energy efficiency. The assistance is aimed at incentivizing projects that address energy 
efficiency, streamlining the consumption of resources and raw materials, and lowering direct emissions 
in factories and businesses.  
Furthermore, as part of the Directive, a new program also exists for local authorities to implement 
projects aimed at reducing the phenomenon of urban heat islands and at producing renewable energy 
via solar panels.

Partners: the program is operated jointly by the Investments Authority in the Ministry of Economy and 
Industry, the Ministry of Energy, and the Ministry of Environmental Protection. 

What do you get?
• Assistance for up to 25% of the total qualifying investment.
• The assistance will be provided on the basis of competitive allocation.  

Assistance for Financing a Connection to a 
Natural Gas Distribution System – 
Director-General Directive 4.5

Considering the expected economic and environmental benefit for the economy from the 
replacement of expensive fuels with natural gas and the need to promote its use, the government 
has decided to encourage the connection of large and medium-sized natural gas consumers to a 
network of natural gas distribution (including remote consumers) by offering incentives to those 
choosing to connect to the network. 

Who is the program for?
Incentivization will be provided via participation in the cost of connecting to the natural gas 
distribution network and in the cost of converting internal systems of the consumer's facilities to 
natural gas use. The program is intended for consumers in all sectors of the economy. 

Partners: the program is operated jointly with the Natural Gas Authority in the Ministry of Energy.

What do you get?
The assistance is provided in accordance with the expected gas consumption, the scope of investment 
in the plan, and the type of fuel consumed at the time the request is submitted.

For further information, see the Investments Authority website:
https://go.gov.il/green 

Green 
Economy 
Programs

%

%
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Program for Encouraging Production of 
Foreign Series and Films in Israel
Israel is known to have numerous advantages in the film industry – geographical proximity of 
diverse landscapes, comfortable weather, unique historical filming sites, a good infrastructure 
of production facilities and services, efficient service systems, skilled professionals, and an 
available cadre of graduates from the world's leading film schools. As a result, Israel can serve as 
a prime location for foreign productions. 

Considering the advantages of investing and attracting foreign productions, the government approved a resolution 
authorizing the Investments Authority in the Ministry of Economy and Industry to operate a new assistance program for 
people or entities ineligible for assistance according to the terms of the Encouragement of Capital Investments Law and 
that do not receive assistance under the Cinema Law. 

Partners: This program is the result of collaboration between five government ministries – the Ministry of Culture and 
Sport, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Tourism, and the Ministry of Economy and 
Industry. 

Who is the program for?
The program is intended for Israeli production companies for the purpose of producing foreign series 
or films in Israel, some or all of which are for a foreign production company. 

What do you get?
Assistance of up to 30% of the production costs spent in Israel for producing a film or a series, up to 
the stage of creating a first, complete, copy of a film or television series that are ready for commercial 
screening, but not including copying, marketing etc. The expenses recognized under this program 
are direct expenses incurred in producing a foreign film or series referred to in the letter of approval, 
released in Israel and approved by a professional expert. It should be clarified that living and 
transportation expenses will not exceed 35% of the total qualifying investment, and expenses for 
war zones insurance, management and general expenses will not exceed 12% of the total qualifying 
investment. Financing expenses and payments for purchasing fixed equipment will not be recognized. 

Important! 
• Minimum qualifying production costs: at least 500,000 NIS.
• Production duration: 2 years.
• The assistance is provided on the basis of competitive allocation. 
• The complete regulations are published on the Investments Authority website. 

For further information, see the Investments Authority website.
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Opening a program 

Submitting a request 

Checking that the request is complete and complies with the criteria 

Receiving an official professional opinion 

Discussion by the committee or Administration and examination of 
the request – approval / rejection / additional discussion 

Notifying the company of the committee's decision 

Issuing of a letter of approval 

Reporting implementation of the plan and requests for changes 

Payment of the grants 

Receiving final confirmation of implementation / Closure of 
program

Important! There may be changes in the processing process according to the relevant program  

 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Customer service
 via WhatsApp

055-9727071

Technical Support Center 
for submitting requests

03-9778065
yazamim@inbal.co.il

Professional  
Information Center

03-9778794
mt.sherut@inbal.com

Look for us online:
"THE INVESTMENTS 

AUTHORITY'S
DIGITAL HOTLINE"

or scan the QR code to talk with 

Our Address:
5, Bank of Israel St.

Floor 2,  
Generi Building

Government Complex
Jerusalem

Authority Director's Office:
074-7502244

For Capital Investments Programs:
074-7502458

For Human Capital Programs:
074-7502082

For Green Economy Programs:
074-7502217

The 10 Stages of Processing a Request

How
to 

Contact 
Us
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